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A B S T R A C T   

High-temperature oxidation of bulk single crystal, fine and coarse grained polycrystals of Cr2AlC has been 
performed from 800 ◦C to 1500 ◦C. In the temperature range T = [800;1400] ◦C, an α-Al2O3 scale with a Cr7C3 
subscale are in-situ formed independently of the initial microstructure on top of the bulk Cr2AlC. CALPHAD 
calculations were performed to explain the formation of Cr7C3 instead of the expected mixture of carbides, 
indicating a favourable driving force for Cr7C3 formation. The kinetic study of the oxidation is consistent with 
previous works with an activation energy of about 400 kJ.mol− 1. Oxidizing for a longer time (1000 h) or at 
higher temperature (1500 ◦C) leads to the formation of chromia in the former alumina scale, which correspond to 
the calculated equilibrium phases.   

1. Introduction 

MAX phases are a family of nanolayered carbides and nitrides with 
formula Mn+1AXn (n = 1, 2, 3) discovered in late 70′s and widely studied 
since the early 2000′s for their unique properties cumulating those of 
ceramics and metals [1,2]. The oxidation behaviour of these materials 
has been studied since 2005, Cr2AlC being considered as one of the most 
promising MAX phase for its corrosion resistance properties [3]. 
Oxidation of bulk Cr2AlC has been studied from 700 ◦C to 1400 ◦C for 
various oxidation times [4–11], the most common observation being the 
formation of a continuous layer of α -Al2O3. This α-Al2O3 layer is often 
observed with θ-Al2O3 on top, as it is often reported on top of NiAl alloys 
[9,12]. 

Depending on the work considered, several other features were 
pointed out like spallation and cracking of the oxide scale, the existence 
of a chromium traces or a chromia-rich region in the oxide scale, the 
formation of a Cr7C3 sublayer or pores in such a layer. The occurrence, in 
literature, of these observations is reported in Table 1. 

The pore formation in the carbide sublayer is explained by carbon 
and chromium oxides evaporation [4,8]. Nevertheless, only carbon di-
oxide has been detected in the early work of Lin et al. [5]. 

Some observations were scarcer and often proper to Cr2AlC films like 
formation of Cr3C2 or chromium in the oxide scale. Hajas et al. [13] 

reported small blistering of the oxide scale and the formation of both 
Cr7C3 and Cr3C2 under the alumina scale, the latter being a common 
observation with the works of Wang et al. [14]. Overall, the early studies 
on the oxidation of Cr2AlC concluded on the good oxidation resistance of 
the oxide scale up to 1200 ◦C and a deterioration of its properties above. 
The species observed after the oxidation process seem to be the same for 
all studied temperatures. 

The studies of the microstructure’s influence on the oxidation 
behaviour of Cr2AlC focused on the grain size effect: Li et al. observed 
the formation of a Cr7C3 subscale under the alumina scale of coarse 
grained (60 μm) samples after 2 h oxidation at 1100 ◦C while they did 
not observe any in the case of fine grained (2 μm) samples. Moreover, 
they did not find any carbide after oxidation times up to 100 h for both 
fine and coarse-grained samples [11]. This study is the only one to our 
knowledge about the microstructure influence on the oxidation of dense 
bulk Cr2AlC. 

Kinetic studies mainly pointed out the parabolic behaviour of 
aluminum-based MAX-phases [5,8]. Tallman et al. [3] demonstrated the 
inaccuracy of using parabolic law and promoted power law as a more 
accurate way to investigate the oxidation behaviour of MAX-phases. The 
main argument for this method is that the kinetics often tend to be cubic 
and yield to activation energy of about 350− 400 kJ.mol− 1. Such an 
energy corresponds to the activation energy for oxygen diffusion at the 
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grain boundaries of the alumina scale [15]. The formation of the oxide 
scale is therefore quite well understood whereas the presence of the 
carbide sublayer is simply described as the result of aluminum depletion 
in the MAX phase. Using CALPHAD thermodynamic calculations, Hajas 
et al. concluded that the oxidation of Cr2AlC leads to the formation of a 
Cr7C3 layer partly because of the oxidation of Cr3C2 but the explanation 
remains unclear. Indeed, phase diagrams evidence the presence of both 
species Cr7C3 and Cr3C2 when considering the stable phases with Cr2C 
composition [16]. 

The present paper focuses on the oxidation behaviour of bulk Cr2AlC 
in dry air in the temperature range 800− 1500 ◦C up to 1000 h, in 
relation with the microstructure. The objective is to clarify the influence 
of grain size, grain orientation and surface roughness on the oxidation of 
Cr2AlC. For that purpose, oxidation products are characterized and 
oxidation kinetics of single crystals as well as coarse and fine grained 
polycrystals are compared. Influence of surface roughness on the 
oxidation process is also investigated in the case of the short-time 
oxidation of single crystal samples. Thermodynamic calculations are 
performed to better understand the nature of both the carbide sublayer 
and the different phases formed during the oxidation. 

2. Method 

2.1. Synthesis method 

For coarse grained sample synthesis, high purity 350+ mesh powders 
of chromium (Alfa Aesar, purity >99 %), aluminum (Alfa Aesar, purity 
>995%) and chromium carbide (Alfa Aesar, purity >995%) were mixed 
with a molar ratio Cr:Cr3C2:Al = 0.525:0.475:1.2 in a tridimensional 
Turbula® mixer for 10 min. The powder mixture was then uniaxially 
cold-pressed (35 MPa) into a cylindrical green pellet (12 mm diameter). 
The pellet was encapsulated into a glass container under primary vac-
uum to prevent oxidation during the subsequent heat treatment. An 
isostatic Ar pressure of 150 MPa was thus applied at 1400 ◦C during 4 h 
using a Hot Isostatic Press (ACB-HIP6). The pressure was maintained 
while cooling. Surfaces of the samples were ground to eliminate glass- 
induced pollution. 

For fine grained sample synthesis, chromium (Alfa Aesar, purity: 99 
%, d50: 28.0 μm), aluminum (Alfa Aesar, purity: 99.5 %, D50 = 9.1 μm) 
and graphite (Alfa Aesar, purity 99.0 %, D50 = 6.9 μm) powders were 
mixed with a molar ratio Cr2Al1.02C0.97 using a planetary milling. The 
mixture was milled using 5 mm diameter ZrO2 milling balls in a pow-
der/ball ratio of 1:1 during 24 h in ethanol. Afterwards, the milling balls 
were removed, and the powder was dried in a rotary evaporator and in 
an oven at 80 ◦C overnight. Reactive sintering (synthesis and sintering in 
the same thermal treatment) was performed using a Field Assisted Sin-
tering Technology/Spark Plasma Sintering (FAST/SPS, FCT-HPD5, FCT 
Systeme GmbH, Germany). The sintering conditions were heating rate of 
20 K/min, maximal temperature of 1200 ◦C, uniaxial pressure of 
30 MPa, dwell time of 15 min, and vacuum (~4 mbar) during the whole 
thermal cycle. Temperature was controlled using a pyrometer that was 
focused on the surface of a drilled punch at only 5 mm from the powder. 
The sintered Cr2AlC samples were discs of 30 mm diameter and ~ 5 mm 

thickness, which were ground and polished to eliminate the remaining 
graphite and prepare the surface. 

In order to synthesize the single crystals, we used a flux growth 
method similar to that described in [17], but using Al2O3 instead of 
graphite crucibles, so as to get a better control of the carbon atomic 
ratio. Aluminum and chromium pellets were melted in the crucible in an 
induction-heated growth reactor, with the same atomic ratio as in the 
Al8Cr5 compound. At a temperature of 1650 ◦C, a carbon rod was 
actuated through a hole made in the alumina cover, and dipped at a 
pre-selected depth into the flux, until the dipped part totally dissolved 
(in around 15mn). The rod was then removed. The final atomic carbon 
ratio in the flux is around 8%. After carbon dissolution, the flux was 
cooled down to 1200 ◦C in one week, and then let to cool down freely. 
Crystals were extracted from the solidified flux by etching in concen-
trated HCl. 

2.2. Oxidation processes 

The polycrystalline and single crystal samples were cut into paral-
lelepipeds (10 × 2 × 2 mm3) and triangles, respectively. Both were 
polished with silicon carbide abrasive disks and finished on felt disk with 
diamond paste of 0.25 μm particles. The polished samples were placed 
into a thermogravimetric analysis chamber (TGA, SETARAM EVOSYS-
TEM) and heated under argon flow at 20 ◦C/min. The subsequent 
isothermal oxidation treatment was performed under dry air flow at T=
[800;1500] ◦C during 100 h. 

Additional tests into the thermogravimetric analysis system were 
carried out on single crystal samples with different surface polishing (4 
types of polishing were tested from a silicon carbide disk’s grain size of 
10–125 μm) in order to evaluate the effect of the surface roughness onto 
the oxidation behaviour of the sample. The resulting mean roughness 
was measured by interferometric microscopy (Talysurf CCI 6000, Taylor 
Hobson). The isothermal oxidation treatment was performed under dry 
air flow at T=[800;1000] ◦C during 2 h. 

Finally, the long-term oxidation behaviour of polycrystalline samples 
was investigated. The samples were suspended into a shaft furnace at 
1000 ◦C under ambient air for 1000 h using an alumina rod to avoid 
contamination of the hanging material. 

2.3. Thermodynamic calculations 

To support the experimental investigations, thermodynamic analyses 
of Cr2AlC equilibrium in air were performed with Thermo-Calc software 
[18]. The thermodynamic equilibria calculated from this software were 
based on the CALculation of PHAse Diagrams (CALPHAD) methodology 
[19]. The relevant thermodynamic descriptions of the Cr-Al-C and 
CrO2-Al2O3 systems reported, respectively by Y. Liang et al. and by T. M. 
Besmann et al., were used for the equilibrium calculations of the system 
[20,21]. The thermodynamic descriptions of the gaseous species 
considered for the calculations were obtained from the NIST Chemistry 
WebBook and the work reported by B.B. Ebbinghaus [22,23]. 

Table 1 
Literature main observations on the microstructure of dense bulk Cr2AlC oxidized at high temperature for a long time.  

Ref. Oxidation temperature (◦C) Time (hours) Al2O3 Cr7C3 Porous Cr7C3 Cracks Cr traces (Cr,Al)2O3 

[4] 1300 336 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  
[5] 800− 1300 20 ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  
[6] 900− 1200 480 ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  
[7] 1100− 1250 20 ✓ ✓+Cr3C2   ✓  
[8] 1000− 1300 100 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ 
[9] 700− 1000 8600 ✓ ✓   ✓  
[10] 900− 1200 100 ✓    ✓  
[11] 1100− 1200 100 ✓      
[12] 1200 30 ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓   
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2.4. Microstructural characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM - JEOL 7001-TTLS) and energy 
dispersive X-Ray spectrometry (EDXS, Oxford Instrument) were used to 
observe the sample’s surface and analyse the composition of the 
different contrasted regions, before and after oxidation. 

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD - BRUKER D8 diffractometer) with Cu-Kα 
radiation was performed for crystalline structure identification of syn-
thesized and oxidized samples. 

3. Results 

3.1. Microstructure characterization 

Prior to oxidation, the bulk samples are observed and characterized. 
Fig. 1 shows SEM micrographs in composition mode of the surface of 
polycrystalline HIP (a), polycrystalline SPS (b), and single crystal (c) 
Cr2AlC samples. From image analyses, few quantities Al2O3 and Cr7C3 
impurities are detected into HIP (< 2 %) and SPS (< 4 %) Cr2AlC 
samples. Al2O3 being inert and Cr7C3 an oxidation product, their pres-
ence should not affect the oxidation behaviour of the MAX phase. The 
grain size, revealed after adequate polishing process and polarized op-
tical microscopy image analysis is about 50− 100 μm for HIP samples 
and 2 μm for SPS samples. As a consequence, HIP and SPS samples will 
be further mentioned as coarse-grained and fine grained samples 
respectively. The density of the various samples investigated is higher 
than 98 % of the theoretical density. 

Independently of their microstructure, Cr2AlC samples show several 
common features after oxidation in the 800− 1400 ◦C temperature 
range. Indeed, single crystal, coarse and fine grained polycrystal samples 
exhibit a layered structure composed of the classical α-Al2O3 corundum 
layer and a sublayer of Cr7C3, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Pores are also 
observed in the carbide layer for all types of samples but it isn’t sys-
tematic nor seems to highly depend on the temperature. Furthermore, 
depending on the alumina thickness, delamination-induced buckling is 
observed on the surface of oxidized samples. 

In the case of single crystal samples, a significant difference is 
observed comparing the thickness of alumina formed at the top of the 
plates and on the sides. The top of the plates, corresponding to an 
orientation of the basal plane parallel to the surface (Fig. 3-b), formed a 
thinner oxide scale than the side of the plates, corresponding to an 
orientation of the basal plane perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 3). It is 
important here to precise that only the plate faces were polished. Thus, 
the oxidation of the sides may be affected by the side’s roughness. 

The short-time oxidation tests performed on single crystal samples 
with different surface polishing show that the alumina scale thickness 
increases with introduced roughness for a given oxidation temperature. 
Indeed, Fig. 4 shows the color change of the alumina with the surface 
roughness from the synthesis raw material, with its own low intrinsic 
roughness, to the 1,7 μm deep roughened material for three tempera-
ture, 800, 900 and 1000 ◦C. Such a color change is typical of the alumina 
scale thickness variation [24] and it demonstrates that the scale thick-
ness can increase by more than 150 % with roughness. From these ob-
servations of oxidized single crystal samples, one can deduce that the 

grain’s orientation and roughness of the surface do influence the 
oxidation process. 

In the case of the oxidation of a single crystal for 2 h at 1500 ◦C and 
for a fine grained polycrystal sample oxidized at 1000 ◦C for 1000 h, a 
triple oxide layer is observed with a chromia-rich layer as shown in 
Fig. 5. EDXS analyses and X-ray maps in Fig. 6 reveal that a mixed 
aluminum and chromium oxide layer is likely sandwiched in between 
two alumina layers above the Cr7C3 subscale and Cr2AlC substrate. 
Three compositions of the oxide are roughly identified. On the top of the 
surface, the elemental composition is compatible with the presence of 
alumina. Just below this alumina layer, the elemental composition is 
compatible with the presence of a chromium rich mixture of oxides 
(chromia and alumina). Finally, in the vicinity of the internal alumina 
layer, the elemental composition is compatible with the presence of an 
aluminum rich mixture of oxides (alumina and chromia). 

Fig. 1. Surface SEM micrograph in backscattered mode of a) HIP (coarse grained), b) SPS (fine grained), c) single crystal samples.  

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional SEM micrograph in backscattered mode of an SPS (fine 
grained) sample oxidized at 1200 ◦C for 100 h. 

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional SEM micrograph in backscattered mode of the A) side, 
B) top of the plates of an oxidized single crystal sample at 1200 ◦C for 2 h. 
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3.2. Kinetics 

For each sample, the mass gain is measured as a function of time 
during the oxidation process. The mass gain is thus normalized by the 
surface of the sample and raised to the power n (integer) until its shape is 
linear as a function of the oxidation time. One can thus deduce kinetic 
constant at a given temperature from the slope of the straight line. Most 
of the mass gain curves could be considered to fit parabolic or cubic law, 
but we choose to treat our curves using cubic kinetic constant to be able 
to compare results with recent studies. The kinetic constant can be 

plotted as a function of 1/T to determine the activation energy of the 
oxidation mechanism. Fig. 7a shows the mass gain curves obtained 
during the oxidation of the single crystal. Similar curves are obtained for 
the fine- and coarse-grained samples. Fig. 7b shows the Arrhenius plots 
of the cubic kinetic constants determined for the single crystal, fine- 
grained and coarse-grained polycrystal samples in the temperature 
range 900− 1200 ◦C. 

For the three types of samples, the activation energy is about 400 kJ. 
mol− 1. Such a value is neighbouring the one of 350− 380 kJ.mol− 1 

which is the activation energy value for oxygen diffusion at the grain 
boundaries of alumina [15]. As shown by Smialek et al. for other 
alumina-forming MAX phases [25], oxygen diffusion at the grain 
boundaries of the alumina scale is the predominant oxidation mecha-
nism of MAX phases, Cr2AlC is no exception to this rule. 

3.3. CALPHAD calculation 

Thermodynamic calculation allows determining which phases are 
expected to form at the equilibrium. Fig. 8-A shows that four main 
phases are expected to form as the amount of oxygen in presence with 
Cr2AlC increases: aluminum carbide Al4C3, two chromium carbides 
Cr7C3 and Cr3C2 and an alumina-rich corundum phase (Corundum#1). 
As the oxygen content continues to increase, a chromia-rich corundum 
phase (Corundum#2) can also be formed. It is important to note that 
both of the corundum phases contain alumina and chromia as reported 
in Fig. 9. The formation of Corundum#2 phase and the increase of Cr2O3 
in Corundum#1 phase are correlated to the decomposition of the 
chromium carbides (Fig. 8-A). 

However, if a special attention is given to the driving forces of the 
compound’s formation, one can clearly observe in Fig. 8-B and B’ that 
the driving force of the Cr7C3 formation is higher than the Cr3C2 one. 
This reveals that the formation of Cr7C3 is thermodynamically favoured. 
More precisely, the order for carbide phases formation is the following: 
Cr7C3 > Cr3C2 > Al4C3. Considering oxidation temperature above 
1300 ◦C, not represented here for concision considerations, Cr23C6 can 
be formed with a driving force higher than the aluminum carbide one 
and below others chromium carbides ones. 

Gas species are also formed with mainly CO then CO2, and very few 
quantities of chromium oxides. The maximum partial pressures reached 
by CO and CO2 are found to be 8.24 × 103 Pa and 6.76 × 103 Pa 
respectively. Such a result means that the pores of the carbide scale 
might not be due to chromium evaporation and volatilization. Indeed, 
the partial pressures of Cr, CrO2 and Cr2O3 in the gas are found lower 

Fig. 4. Photography of single crystal samples with different surface roughness, oxidized for 2 h from 800 to 1000 ◦C. The estimated thickness of the alumina scale is 
indicated on each photography [24]. 

Fig. 5. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of A) a single crystal sample oxidized 
at 1500 ◦C for 2 h; B) a fine-grained sample oxidized at 1000 ◦C for 1000 h. 
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than 2.25 × 10− 2 Pa, 4.5 × 10-5 Pa, 4.4 × 10-3 Pa respectively. 
Looking at the proportion of chromia in the most-likely-to-form 

Corundum#1, calculations show that at low temperature and low 

mole fraction of air (<0.5), alumina is the only oxide formed. For higher 
mole fraction of air, alumina is predominant but the proportion of 
chromia incorporated in the corundum#1 phase increases with 

Fig. 6. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of a single crystal sample oxidized at 1500 ◦C for 2 h with EDS maps and mean composition of the different areas.  

Fig. 7. A) Normalized mass gain curves obtained during oxidation of single crystal’s samples and B) Arrhenius plot of the cubic kinetic constant of the single crystal, 
fine grained, and coarse grained Cr2AlC samples oxidized in temperature range T=[900–1200] ◦C. 

Fig. 8. A) CALPHAD calculations of the mole fraction of compounds at the equilibrium depending on the mole fraction of air. B) CALPHAD calculations of the 
normalized driving forces of precipitation of the phases depending on the mole fraction of air. B’) Zoom. 
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temperature as shown in Fig. 9-A. As shown in Fig. 9-B, a second 
corundum phase (corundum#2), with a large amount of chromia, is 
formed for mole fraction of air higher than 0,67. 

4. Discussion 

Comparing our results to the ones of Table 1, the features of the 
oxidized samples in this study gather several of the sparse observations 
in the literature. 

The first highlight is about the systematic observation of a Cr7C3 
subscale under the α-Al2O3 scale independently of the oxidation tem-
perature or microstructure. As mentioned in introduction, this feature’s 
explanation is not stated clearly. Thermodynamic calculations via the 
CALPHAD method performed in this study lead to the conclusion that 
the driving force of the Cr7C3 formation is second next to the alumina’s 
one and is preferred as compared to other carbides ones. We can further 
advance that absence of carbide or presence of Cr3C2 might be due to a 
non-equilibrium state, kinetics’ factors or be proper to thin films since it 
was mainly observed for thin films [13,14]. 

It was reported in the literature that the chromium carbide subscale 
was not observed after long oxidation time of fine-grained samples [11]. 
This phenomenon was explained as an effect of the large number of 
grain boundaries providing easy diffusion paths for aluminum atoms, 
avoiding the Al depletion in the MAX phase grains under the oxide scale. 
In this study, the observations performed on fine-grained samples seem 
to belie this statement as one can observe that the grain size, for samples 

with micrometric grains (2− 100 μm), is not the key factor controlling 
the species formation and the final microstructure. Indeed, in the pre-
sent study, the carbide layer formed in the oxidized fine-grained, coar-
se-grained and single crystal samples as well as the thermodynamic 
calculations strongly suggest that the formation of chromium carbide is 
inevitable. Moreover, considering the case of aluminum diffusion at 
grain boundaries, aluminum depletion should be observed in the MAX 
phase at the vicinity of the interface with the oxide scale which was not 
reported in the literature nor observed in this study. Worse, it seems that 
Cr2AlC has low aluminum depletion tolerance: considering the case of 
aluminum planes orthogonal to the surface in single crystals, aluminum 
has a direct path to the surface which should avoid the carbide forma-
tion and create aluminum depleted Cr2AlxC (x<1). Such an hypothesis is 
disclaimed by our observations. As an explanation for the 
non-appearance of Cr7C3, we therefore suggest that the studied samples 
in [11] may contain an excess of Al in the grain boundaries due to the 
synthesis conditions. 

The second key point is the fact that the single crystal samples 
behave similarly to other microstructures. Moreover, the crystallo-
graphic orientation of the plates allows observing the orientation’s in-
fluence on the oxidation process: the oxide scale is thicker in the case of 
oxide scale formation orthogonal to the basal planes. Also, the oxide 
scale becomes thicker for high roughness in the case of oxide scale 
formation parallel to the basal plane, which is equivalent to add basal 
planes orthogonal to the surface as shown in Fig. 10. These two previous 
points demonstrate the easy diffusion of the aluminum in the basal plane 
and match with the well-known self-healing properties of aluminum 
containing MAX phases [10]. The orientation influence on the oxidation 
performance is also a common feature of Cr2AlC with Ti2AlC and Ti3AlC2 
MAX phases [26,27]. 

The last key finding is the chromia-rich corundum scale which is 
calculated as an equilibrium phase for high oxygen content and is 
experimentally observed while increasing drastically the oxidation time 
or temperature. Indeed, increasing oxidation time and/or temperature 
allows reaching equilibrium state. The multiple-layered system formed 
can be understood as a consecutive oxidation of the MAX phase and the 
chromium carbide. Indeed, chromium carbide grains at the interface 
between Cr2AlC and the oxide scale of the 1000 h oxidized sample 
locally showed low carbon content (~10 %), indicating that the chro-
mium carbide does oxidize while the COx vaporize. Moreover, the per-
formed thermodynamic calculations explain other studies observations 
of chromia in the oxide scale [9,10,13]. The singular "sandwiched" po-
sition of the chromia-rich corundum in the scale remains unexplained: 
after formation of the alumina scale, whether the chromium from the 
chromium carbide diffused outward and stabilized in the alumina 
corundum, or the chromium carbide sublayer oxidized into chromia and 
allowed inward diffusion of the oxygen and further oxidation of the 
MAX phase into Al2O3. 

Another interesting feature common to several samples is the pres-
ence of pores in the chromium carbide layer. These pores were previ-
ously explained by carbon oxide or chromia evaporation [6–9]. The 
thermodynamic calculations indicate a very low proportion of 
chromium-based gas species but significative carbon oxides gas species. 
Therefore, the presence of pores can be partially explained by the carbon 
oxides volatilization. Indeed, thermodynamic calculations allows 
demonstrating that CO and CO2 gases are produced during oxidation. 
Moreover, CO2 is experimentally detected by Lin et al. [5]. Considering 
the pores proportion in the Cr7C3 layer observed in Figs. 2 or 3, one can 
expect that it’s only part of the explanation. Diffusion coefficient of 
chromium in the alumina layer is likely very small due to the long time 
or high temperature necessary to observe the chromia rate increase in 
the corundum scale. Therefore, the difference between the slow diffu-
sion of chromium compared to the fast one of aluminum in the structure 
could create vacancies which further segregate to form Kirkendall voids. 
The carbon volatilization and the creation of Kirkendall voids during the 
oxidation thus likely explain the observed porosity. 

Fig. 9. CALPHAD calculations of the composition of the corundum phases A) 
Corundum#1, and B) Corundum#2 (dotted lines for metastable phase) at 
1000 ◦C and 1200 ◦C. 
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5. Conclusion 

Oxidation tests were carried out on bulk single crystal and on fine 
and coarse grained polycrystal samples in the temperature range 
800− 1500 ◦C for up to 1000 h. Thermodynamic calculations were also 
performed to give further analysis of the experiments. Single crystal, fine 
grained and coarse grained polycrystals behave similarly despite 
different microstructures: a continuous alumina layer and a chromium 
carbide Cr7C3 sublayer are formed on the surface of Cr2AlC. Calculation 
of the driving forces of phase formation justifies the preferential for-
mation of Cr7C3 as compared to other chromium carbides. Cross- 
sectional observations of specific region and introduction of roughness 
on the single crystal’s surface allow demonstrating that grain orientation 
and roughness does influence the alumina thickness. These results are a 
consequence of the high mobility of alumina atoms in the basal plane of 
the MAX phase. 

Increasing time or temperature results in the formation of more and 
more chromia in the alumina-rich corundum. For high enough tem-
perature or oxidation duration, a chromia-rich corundum phase is 
formed instead of the alumina-rich corundum phase. Such a result is in 
very good agreement with thermodynamic calculations. The successful 
match between the thermodynamic calculations and experimental data 
show the importance of long-time oxidation experiments and driving 
force calculations for the understanding of the oxidation processes. 
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